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Introduction THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF PROPERTIES OF R.A,.' qE-EARTH ALPHA EMITTERS
UCRL-11416
Kisslinger and Sorensen have show the power o'f simple pairing-force cal-
culations in understan,ding single-closed-shell spherical nuclei. It is the purpose of this note to show how these methods can form·the basis of understanding alpha decay energy and rate systematics for rare-earth alpha emitters. We confine our attention here to the even-even alpha emitters decaying to 82"'neutron closed shell configurations. Table I summarizes the present best data on alpha disintegration energies and rates for this class of nuclei. The first two entries are energies calculated from mass data, but the other values are from alpha decay measurem~nts. The reduced widths 0 2 are calculated from a previously published barrier-penetrability expression with a diffuse nuclear potential. 2
BCS Solutions for the Proton System
We have made theoretical calculations of the structure and binding energies of the protons beyond 50 using the Bardeen-Cooper-SChrie~fer3 (BCS) variational methods.
. .
We have gone beyond Kisslinger and Sorensen's first treatment of 82-neutron 1 nuclei by including all proton orbitals within the 50-82 shell and in addition the h9/ 2 orbital. Furthermore, we do not make the simplifying assumption of c,?nstant-G pairing-force matrix elements but use matrix elements employing a Gaussian . 2 singlet-even force PsVo exp Hr l / 2 /b) ) CPs is a singlet spin-projection operator, V 0 is the 'Well-depth and b the range). If we take a value of V 0 = 32. 44 MeV,  with-the range b of 1. 755 FIn, ' We satisfy the low';'energy'p-p scattering behaVior.
We also took account of the matrix eJements cohtributing to the self-energy (C " vv in the notation of Belyaev)4 instead of setting them to zero~ as in the usual calculations. A number of different sets of solutions. of the Belyaev equation (1) and (2) were carried out on an IBM 7094 computer forvar16ussingle-particle level spacings and slightly different force strengths. A : = -
Here N is the total number of valence protonsj V 2 is the probability of the vth v orbital being occupied by a pair; ~ is the characteristic pairing energy param- 
.'
Our plot is similar to Klsslinger-Sorensen t s ~ig. 21 except that we use a four-point -3- UCRL-11416 difference formula with the experimental masses, rather than the three-point
Our theoretical pOints, like Kisslinger and Sorensen's, are twice the lowest -4-
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Alpha Decay Rate Comparison
The next features we examine are the relative reduced alpha transition probabilities of the N = 84 even nuclei. The· experimental rewlced derivative widths 52 are tabulated in Table I The N = 128 (po2l2) reduced width is a factor of ~o.6 below the next three heavier members, and these trIee show nearly constant reduced widths.
Our theoretical alpha decay rate calculations are closely related to ., 3.4 15 11' " those of Mang, Harada, and Zeh, 0 in that the alpha decay matrix elements are simply projections of shell model products of two-proton-two-neutron wave functions. We use the approximate factorable form of alpha matrix elements given by Rasmussen,17 and use the numerical proton radial wave functions of Blomqvist and Wahlborn 18 at 8 Fm.
We further assume that the shell-model wave functions of the 82-neutron and 84-neutron nuclei are purely se~iority zer~ and that the neutron pair wave function is the same for all the 84-neutron nuclei considered.
The calc1ilations here have the complicating feature that the proton numbers are far from t .he closed shells of 50 and 82, and extensive . configuration mixing is implied by the pairing-type proton wave functions. The most general formulation for taking into account configuration mixing has been given by Zeh. 16 Suffice it to say here that the formula we need can be expressed as a generalization of equation (11) 
Now l however l the neutron contribution factors out as a constant l and coefficients 'c(j ) are to be derived from the BCS proton wave functions from the solutfons disp cussed earlier in this paper.
In second-quantized notation the c(jp) may be expressed in terms of an operator formed by coupling two proton-annihilation operators a jm to total J of
or in Zeh's notation of the pair annihilation operator Aj,C(j) = (-).£(fl.Aj.l,i).
If there is no pairing force we have the pure shell-model result of Zeh's Eq. (18) for one orbital j with n pairs in the parent and n-l pairs in the daughter.
where n is the pair-degeneracy, n = j + 1/2.
Consider now the case of Kisslinger-Sorensen~type product wave functions \ ,
and If) the same but primes for u.,and v .. A straightforward calculation using ,order to achieve exact c,orrespondence with the pure shell model expression in the absence of.pairingforce.
As is well-knovm, the simple BCS vmve functions do not conserve the number of particles, and there have been some calculations 19 ,20 supporting the procedure of projecting out the ,desired fixed~particle component of the DCS ~ve functions.
That is, 'We take (6) where . ~~) is a projection operator that selects only terms in zn/2, where n is the number of pairs.
Ni is a normalization factor to make (iii) = 1. / 2 )n and (h ll / 2 )n proton configurations make the largest intrinsic contributions to alpha / decaJ'.' The g7/ 2 orbital has a small alpha matrix element because 'of its relatively small radial wave function in the nuclear surface region. Figure 6 compares for the free-space force strength wave functions the alpha width calcUlations using the fixed particle parts (Eq. (8) 
FIGURE CAPTIONS
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Comparison of 'experimental odd-eyen mass differences (solid squares) for . .
82-neutron nuclei with three BCS calculations (open symOols).· The lowest I :
theoretical curv,e is with free-space residual force strengtq, the middle for force increased by a factor 1.1, and the upper with,the force increased by factor 1.2. 
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